Abstract-In this paper, we jointly consider power control, channel assignment, and routing to minimize network energy consumption while maintaining data rate requirements on each radio link in the multi-hop cognitive radio network. This problem is formulated as a Mixed Integer Non-linear Programming (MINP). Due to the NP-hard property of the MINP, the MINP is decomposed into |N| (the number of nodes in the network) problems so that each problem can be distributedly and locally solved at each node. Furthermore, a Lagrangean Relaxation based Heuristic (LRH) was proposed to approximate the solution of each problem. Through the technique of Lagrangean relaxation, each problem is transformed into its relaxed form and solved iteratively. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed scheme can efficiently save network energy consumption up to 90%.
researches devote to develop distributed spectrum sensing [7] , spectrum access [8] , power control [9] [10] , relay selection [11] , and cross-layer design [12] [13] [14] approaches.
Energy efficiency is one of the most critical issues for cognitive radio networks. The authors in [16] formulate an energy-efficient power control problem to maximize energy efficiency of unlicensed users and proposed a distributed scheme to solve it. Another distributed approach was presented to jointly consider routing and dynamic spectrum allocation in cognitive radio ad hoc network so that the network throughput is maximized without causing baleful interference to other licensed users [17] . A part of researches investigate to devise energy efficient routing protocols [18] [19] or adopt a game-theoretic perspective to handle power control problem in the cognitive radio networks [20] [21] [22] [23] .
In this paper, we consider a multi-hop cognitive radio network consisting of a set of unlicensed users. Through the existing energy-efficient distributed spectrum sensing approach (e.g., [7] ), each unlicensed user has its own available frequency bands/channels (i.e., the bands/channels are not occupied by the primary users). We jointly consider power control, channel assignment, and routing in the cognitive radio ad hoc network. Unlike existing works in the distributed cross layer design, our work aims to minimize network energy consumption while maintaining the data rate requirement of each cognitive radio session under the SINR model. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first one to jointly consider power control, channel assignment, and routing for distributed energy-efficient cognitive radio networks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first describe the problem formulation in Section II. The problem decomposition and proposed LRH heuristic are described in the Section III and Section IV. The experimental results and performance comparisons with other schemes are conducted in Section V. Finally, the concluding remarks are made in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate the minimization of cognitive radio network energy consumption problem as a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINP) problem. Given an unlicensed user network topology G(N,L) and the data rate for all source-destination sessions, the goal of design is to determine transmission power, channel assignment, and routing to carry data rate of each session. The N and L mean the set of nodes (i.e., unlicensed users) and transmission links in the network. In our system, a link (i,j) is called a transmission link if the distance between node i and j is less than or equal to maximum transmission range. We assume a node j can successfully receive data from node i under maximum transmission power if the SNR at node j exceeds a threshold .
where represents the maximum transmission power of node i, d ij is the physical distance between node i and node j , is the path loss index, B means the bandwidth of each frequency channel, and N 0 represents ambient Gaussian noise density. Through equation (1), the maximum transmission range is derived.
Thus, we define a link (i,j) is a transmission link if equation (2) is satisfied (i.e., a link (i,j) is called a transmission link if the physical distance between node i and node j is less than or equal to the left hand side of equation (2)).
The used notations in MINP are defined in the following.
Notations: N:
Set of cognitive nodes in the network.
L:
Set of transmission links in the network.
W:
Set of source-destination sessions. 
h ij x =1 or 0
The objective function of MINP is to minimize the sum of transmission power consumption (i.e., the total energy consumption in the unlicensed user network). Constraint (4) requires an available channel cannot be assigned to two or more transmission links at each node, where the variable is limited as a binary value in Constraint (5). Constraint (6) is flow conservation law, where w src and w dest represent the source node and destination node of session w, respectively. Constraint (7) maintains that data rate can passes the link (i,j) with the associated channel h only if the value of =1. Constraints (8) (9) aim to allocate power for each node. Constraint (8) requires that the power allocated on each channel should greater than or equal to 0. For each node, Constraint (9) limits the sum of allocated power on each channel should less than or equal to maximum transmission power . Finally, Constraint (10) is the link capacity constraint with SINR model. The left hand side of Constraint (10) is the aggregated data rates on the transmission link (i, j). For each available channel of a transmission link, the total carried data rates should less than or equal to the Shannon channel capacity.
h ij
Due to the NP-hard property of the MINP [13] , it is unlikely to obtain an exact global minimum solution in the reasonable computation time. In the next section, we decompose the MINP problem and present a Lagrangean Relaxation based Heuristic (LRH) to approximate the solution of MINP.
III. LAGRANGEAN RELAXATION PROBLEM AND PROBLEM DECOMPOSITION
Lagrangean relaxation is a successfully adopted method to relax complex constrains for a troublesome optimization problem [24] . Before using Lagrangean relaxation technique, we first decompose the Problem(MINP) into |N| problems with each corresponding node i so that the Problem(MINP) can be distributedly solved at each node. An problem with the corresponding node i is shown as follows.
Problem(MINP) with corresponding node i (MINP-i):
Even though the Problem(MINP) has been decomposed into |N| problems with each corresponding node, constraint (18) still includes the dependent term:
(i.e., this term includes other node's information). We will discuss the handling of the dependent terms in the later paragraph.
We adopt the Lagrangean relaxation technique to solve the Problem(MINP-i). We relax Constraints (15) and (18) to derive the Lagrangean relaxation problem, where Constraints (15) and (18) 
Problem(Relaxed_MINP-i):
subject to: Constraints (12) (13) (14) and (16) (17) .
Further, we decompose the Problem(Relaxed_MINP-i) into three independent sub-problems: Sub-Problem 1: (20) subject to: Constraints (12-13).
Sub-Problem 2:
subject to: Constraint (14) . , we find out the channel h of link (i,j) with minimum value of . The variables then are obtained by injecting the data rates of each session into the selected channel h of link (i,j).
Sub-Problem 3:
The goal of Sub-problem 3 is to decide decision variable .
Since the second term of right hand side of equation (22) is a nonconvex function [13] , the optimal solution of Sub-problem 3 cannot be obtained easily. Hence, we develop a formulation to look for the lower bound of Sub-problem 3. The lower bound is derived by removing the term , which is shown as follows, where multiplier constraints 0.
Thus, the lower bound formulation of Sub-problem 3 is as follows. Through removing the dependent term , the problem Relaxed_MINP-i becomes a real independent problem for each corresponding node i. A distributed algorithm is proposed to solve problem Relaxed_MINP-i in the next section. . By using this approach, we could find the best so that the value of equation (23) Algorithm LRH:
LowerBound_Sub-Problem 3:
1. begin
IV. PROPOSED LRH AND PH ALGORITHMS
To solve the above relaxed problem Relaxed_MINP-i by a distributed manner, we present a Lagrangean Relaxation based Heuristic (LRH) algorithm. The LRH uses sub-gradient method to update the decision variables of the relaxed problem (i.e., the Lagrangean multipliers and ) so that the appromixmate optimal solution of MINP-i can be obtained. The proposed LRH scheme is performed at each node i, which is shown in Figure 1 . Due to the constraints relaxation, the solution of the relaxed problem might be infeasible to the primary problem MINP-i.
Hence we further propose a Primary Heuristic (PH) to search the feasible solution for the primary problem MINP-i. The PH scheme was described in Figure 2 .
A. LRH and PH Algorithms
In LRH, initially, we set the Lagrangean multiplier vectors = = 0 to generate a simple feasible initial solution. The current objective value (Obj * ) is set as equal to . The age is set as 0 and step size coefficient = 2. MaxAge is used to be the threshold of updating age. The age is a counter for updating step size coefficient . The step size coefficient is used in sub-gradient method. The main operation of LRH are located on the while loop at lines 5-18. The while loop is terminated when the value of iter reaches the MaxIteration. In each iteration, Sub-Problem 1, Sub-Problem 2 and LowerBound_ Sub-Problem 3 are solved by the techniques mentioned in Section III to obtain the value of
. The PH is performed at line 10. If PH is solvable (i.e., the current solution is feasible for primary Problem(MINP-i)) and i is less than Obj * , Obj * is replaced by and we set age = 0; otherwise, the value of age is increased by 1 (see lines [11] [12] [13] . When the value of age exceeds the MaxAge, the step size coefficient is divided by 2 and the value of age is set as 0 (see line 14). Finally, the step size and Lagrangean multipliers are updated at lines 15-16. The detailed update of the step size and Lagrangean multipliers can be found in [24] . Before solving the Problem(P1), since has been known from Sub-problem 2, the Constraint (18) can be transformed into a linear form (10) is also transformed into the linear form as heme, the channel assignment is similar to SR ments, we gradually increase the number of se signed an available channel until the Constraints (4-5) are satisfied. Then, each cognitive radio session uses shortest physical distance routing to deliver data rate. Through the shortest physical distance routing, the carried data rate on each channel of each link is obtained. The power used on each available channel at each node then was computed by Problem(P2) with using interior point method.
10).
in equation (24) .
For LBRRC sc RC scheme. The difference is that the load balance routing is performed by [26] . Through the load balanced routing, the carried data rate on each channel of each link is obtained. The power allocation on each node then are also obtained by solving Problem(P2).
In our experi ssions to measure the network power consumption (i.e., We randomly distribute 35 nodes in a 50 50 e maximum transmission range of each node as 15m, the SNR threshold is 10 dB, the path loss index =4, and each channel has the same bandwidth B=50 MHz. Thus, through equation (2), the maximum transmission power at each node is 5.06 10 5 N 0 B. There exists a transmission link between any two nodes if the physical distance between them is less than or equal to 15m. We assume the overall number of frequency channels is 20 at each node and the data rate requirement of each session is 10 Mbit/s. The available channels at each node are randomly selected from the 20 frequency channels. Each disjoint source-destination session is generated randomly.
The variances in network p aximum link loading are illustrated in Figure 3 (a) and Figure  3(b) , respectively. For each schemes, the network power consumption increases with the increase of number of sessions.
LRH has the lowest power consumption. LBRRC has the highest power consumption due to the load balancing routing. The loading balance in the network is positively related with the power the node needs to allocate to the transmission links. When the number of sessions is low, LRH and SRRC have the similar power consumption performance. The power consumption gap between LRH and SRRC increases with the increase of the number of sessions. LRH outperforms SRRC and LBBRC on power consumption up to 88.16% and 96.56%, respectively. SRRC and LBBRC randomly assign channel without considering interference, which cause the waste of power. In contrast, LRH jointly considers routing, interference, and channel assignment to allocate power so that the total network power consumption is minimized.
To save the power consumption in LRH, the routing of each se ssion is to be as aggregated as possible. Hence, LRH has the highest maximum link loading. LBRRC has the lowest maximum link loading since the goal of LBRRC is to minimize the load on the most congested link. Since SRRC uses shortest path routing, SRRC have higher maximum link loading than LBRRC. LRH has 25% and 85% maximum link loading higher than SRRC and LBRRC respectively. euristic (LRH) to jointly consider channel assignment, power allocation, and routing to minimize network energy consumption in the cognitive radio networks. Such cross-layer design problem has been completely formulated as a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINP). The MINP was further decomposed into |N| sub-problems and distributedly solved at each node. We compared the performance of the distributed LRH scheme with two approaches. The simulation results indicate that the proposed LRH outperforms the two approaches and obtains a significant power saving gain. 
